
24 April 2019 

Oranga Tamariki National Office 
PO Box 546 
WELLINGTON 

By email: Alison.deLeon@ot.qovt.nz 

Dear Alison 

Oranga Tamariki Information Sharing Draft Guidance 

Our Ref: BC19-606 

Thank you for giving The Royal New Zealand College of General Practitioners the opportunity to comment 
on the Oranga Tamariki Sharing Draft Guidance. 

Our general view is that it is unclear how this document would specifically be used by general practitioners 
given there are already well-defined guidelines for disclosing confidential patient information. 

If additional guidance is required for GPs to share information about their child patients, we would suggest 
Oranga Tamariki's guidance document follows a similar structure to the Ministry of Justice Family Violence 
Sharing Guidance, which presents each section as key questions. Using a similar structure would help GPs 
quickly identify the most relevant section for each potential information-sharing situation. 

Legal requirement to share information 

It is unclear if there is a specific legal requirement to share information. If there is, we suggest the legal 
requirements are clearly set out and explained at the beginning of the document. 

Where there is no legal requirement to share information, this too must be set out and clearly supported by 
well-defined guidance for those using the document. Our preference is that any guidance favours a 
systematic approach to voluntary information sharing rather than relying on individuals' personal judgement 
whether to share information or not. 

Need to incorporate appropriate case studies 

As this guidance could be interpreted in numerous different ways, we would suggest including case studies 
to demonstrate when it is a legal requirement to share information and an example of best practice. We 
would also suggest using case studies for different ages, for example, sharing information of a three-year
old would involve a different process than that of a 17-year-old. 

Feedback from members on consent to share information 

The College would suggest moving the section on consent earlier in the document and explaining in more 
detail the difference between disclosure and sharing information, and consult and consent. 

"For GPs, information given in the context of a consultation has always been sacrosanct and protected 
from disclosure except in very defined circumstances. The new rules seem to override this protection. As 
such there needs to be more detail in how confidentiality in a patient consult and the new guidance rules 
overlap. A case study would be useful here." College member. 
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